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Q1. What is MTN Free After 1?
MTN Free After 1 is a tariff plan that allows you to pay for only the first minute
of each local call and enjoy free minutes on all networks daily.
Q2. Who qualifies to subscribe to the service?
The service is open to all MTN Pre-paid customers, both old and new.
Q3. What do I enjoy when I subscribe to the service?
Customers who subscribe to the tariff plan pay for only the 1st minute of each
call and enjoy 10 free minutes to all local networks. Additionally, customers will
receive data capped at 70mb daily.

Q4. What is the short code to subscribe to MTN Free After 1?
Customer Dials *550# on USSD platform, select option 6 and then proceed to
select option 1 to activate MTN Free After 1.
Q5. What happens if I am unable to utilize all my data?
Data bonus is valid till midnight on the same day. The 70mb is available to you
daily on FA1.
Q7. Is subscription free?
Subscription is free and is valid until you unsubscribe. However, a subscriber
may only unsubscribe 24 hours after subscribing to the Tariff Plan.
Q8. What is the tariff for the first minute call?
The promotion tariff for the first minute is 0.3010p.

Q9. What happens to my existing tariff plan when I subscribe to MTN Free After 1?
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This tariff is applicable to both zone and non-zone customers. Therefore,
once a customer registers for this Tariff Plan, their tariff profile changes to
reflect MTN Free After 1 Tariff Plan, and the zone notification is terminated.
Q10. Will the first minute be charged from my main account or bonus account?
The first minute will always be charged from the main account even when
you have excess amount in your bonus account.
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